University of Oklahoma energy-management students visited New York City in April to participate in the IPAA’s Oil & Gas Investment Symposium (OGIS). While there, the students toured Wall Street and Nymex and met with energy-company CEOs, CFOs and investor-relations executives, and with energy investors, bankers and analysts. Photographed in front of the NYSE are (Row 1, l-r) Jeremy Battle, Julie Friday and Neda Navabha; (Row 2) Stephen Olson, Tyler Jennings, Brett Reading, Justin Ely and Maziar Daees; and (Row 3) Tyler Ferguson and Reece Underwood. The photographer (not shown) is Dr. Steve Long, director of energy management for the University of Oklahoma, and who led the field trip. The program is the nation’s first PLM/energy-management program. The program can be reached at 405-325-0758 and slong@ou.edu.
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